Class Information
Physical Science #PhySci

Name:______________________

Every Day Supplies
-pencil/pen
-Charged iPad
-calculator
There will be days when other supplies will be necessary, but the above is all that is required daily

Grades
Your grade in class is based upon the accumulation of points. At any time, you may calculate your grade by
dividing the points you have received by the total points possible (and multiplying by 100). Generally, the
points will be as follows:
Homework: ~5 points
Lab: ~10 points
Quiz: ~15 points
Test: ~35 points

90.0 and up = A

80.0 and up = B

70.0 and up = C

62.5 and up = D

below 62.5 = F

Homework
The purpose of homework is to reinforce topics from the day. Unless otherwise noted, homework will always
be due on the following school day. Late work will be accepted with no penalty until grades have been
submitted. Only graded work will be submitted into the gradebook.

Labs
Before labs, I will give instructions on how to properly use lab equipment. If you do not understand how to
use your equipment, ask! Many of our labs are very expensive and misuse risks ruining parts. Worse,
disobeying instructions will put you and your classmates in a potentially dangerous situation.

Other Classroom Rules
-You will be respectful when you are in my classroom. This respect will extend to me, your classmates, the
classroom, and any supplies that we may be using.
-It is your responsibility to catch up on materials and homework if you are absent. Check Twitter and
ConantPhysics.com for material that you missed.
-You will be considered tardy if you are not in your seat when the bell begins ringing.
-Cell phones and other media devices can help, or hurt your learning. Be sure to understand appropriate use.
-Cheating is not tolerated. Looking at a classmate’s test, copying a homework assignment, or plagiarism is
considered cheating. All students involved will be held responsible.
-You may not gather at the door before the bell ending class.

How to Catch Up on Missed Work
- Everything that we cover in class will be documented on ConantPhysics.com. On there, you can access the tweets
that I sent out on the day you missed (your tweets will have the hashtag #physci.) In addition to this, you can look at
our class schedule and pull up any documents or notes that you may have missed. If you have additional questions, I
will happily answer them after you have first checked our website.

